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1. Introduction. A left invariant mean on a discrete semigroup .S

is a positive, normalized, left-translation-invariant linear functional

on the Banach space m(S) of all bounded, real-valued functions on 5

under the supremum norm. It is well known [l] that if S possesses

a left invariant mean, then so does every homomorphic image of S;

here we consider the problem of reversing this process.

The problem of lifting invariant means on quotients of a semigroup

S to S itself was introduced by Dixmier [2]. Let A be a distinguished

subsemigroup of a semigroup S. (Define a relation (r) on S as follows:

s(r')t if and only if sAC\tA9i0, and s(r)t if and only if there exist

«i, u2, ■ ■ ■ , un'm S such that s(r')uu Ui(r')u2, • • • , un(r')t. A similar

relation can be defined on the right, and A is called distinguished if

the two sets of classes coincide.) Dixmier showed that if A and S/A

both possess left invariant means, then so does 5.

In [3], E. Granirer observed that if 5 is a semigroup in which each

pair of right ideals has a nonvoid intersection, then the relation (r)

on S, defined by s(r)t if and only if there exists uES such that

su = tu, is a two-sidedly stable equivalence relation on 5 and hence

S/(r) forms a semigroup under the natural multiplication [5]. The

purpose of this paper is to prove that if S/(r) has a left invariant

mean, then so does 5.

2. Notation and preliminaries. The only topology we consider in

m(S)* is the w*-topology. Let q be the natural embedding of 5 into

m(S)*, i.e., qs(x) =x(s) for all sES and xEm(S). Then the closure of

qS in m(S)* coincides with the Stone-Cech compactification, /3S, of

the discrete space S. If A QS, denote the closure of qA in j3S by Cl(^4).

Following Day [l], we define the Arens product of two means as

follows. For s£S let ls be the left-translation operator in m(S);

i.e., lsx(i)=x(st) for tES. The Arens product, p,Qv, of two means

ju, v is defined on m(S) by pQv(x)=p.(Fvx), where F„x(s)=v(lsx) for

S(=S. The Arens product renders /35 and the set of all means on m(S)

semigroups, each containing qS as a subsemigroup. A mean p, is left

invariant if and only if qsQp = p for all sES.

3. The main theorem. The purpose of this section is to prove our

principal result:
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Theorem. Let S be a semigroup in which each pair of right ideals

has a nonvoid intersection. Define a relation (r) in S by s(r)t if and

only if there exists u(^S such that su = tu; then S/(r) is a semigroup.

If S/(r) has a left invariant mean, then so does S.

Through the proof S and (r) will be as described in the theorem.

Lemma 1 (Granirer [3]). (r) is an equivalence relation and is

stable on both sides, i.e., s(r)t implies su(r)tu and us(r)utfor s, t, u in S;

hence S/(r) is a semigroup.

The proof used by Granirer will be illustrated in Lemma 2.

Lemma 2. Let F be a finite subset of S such that s(r)t for all s, t (E.F.

Then there exists u (E.S such that Fu consists of one element.

Proof. Let s(r)t, t(r)u; take v, w£E.S such that sv = tv, tw = uw.

Takez/, w'G-S'such that vv' =ww'; then svv' = tw' = tww' = uww' = uvv''.

The induction process has now been demonstrated.

First, T. Mitchell [6], then E. Granirer [4] showed that if S/(r)

consists of a single class, then 5 has a left invariant mean which, in

fact, lies in @S. In Lemma 3 we obtain points in /35 which, although

not translation-invariant, are class-independent for each class.

Lemma 3. There exists a point w in /3S such that a(r)b in S implies

qaOo) = qbO(i).

Proof. Let {Au • ■ ■ , Ah) be a finite subset of S/(r). Let ff< be

the family of all finite subsets of A, (as a set) for i=\, ■ ■ ■ , k, each

directed upward by inclusion, let JF be the product directed set, and

define a net over EF as follows. If F&r, then F=(Fi, ■ • • , Fk) with

PGEFj for each i. Then there exist points «*, v,(E.S such that P,wt-

= \vi] for i = \, ■ • • , k. Since each finite collection of right ideals in

5 has a nonvoid intersection, there exist points WiES such that

uiWi— ■ ■ ■ =ukwk; call this common product sF. Then for each

i, FiSF = FiUiWi= {viWi}; let vju)i = tF. Let w be a cluster point of the

net {qsp, PG31}, and let {qxn, nQN] be a subset converging to «.

We shall show that for each i the net {qy„, n^N] (here xn = sFn,

where n^Fn is the subnet function, and yn is the corresponding point

tpn) converges, say to ^i, in /?S, and that qaiQu = <ki for eachajG^.--

Fix any a0(EAi and let ^i = qai0Qu}. Let P0=({aJ}, • • ■ , {aj}); by

definition of subnet, there exists WoGA7 such that Fn^F0 when n^n0

(i.e., a0(EFi, for each i, where Fn=(Fn, • ■ • , T7*)). Thus ai0xn=yn or

qalOqXn=yn. Since Yimn(qai0Oqx„) =qat0Ou = <iri by continuity of the

multiplication operator, we have limny„ = ii?i for t=l, • • •, k. For
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arbitrary aiEAit repeat the argument using subnets to obtain

qaiOqxn=qa\Oqxn, i=\, ■ ■ ■ , ft, for sufficiently large n. Then

lim„(ga,Ogx„) =^,; hence ga,0« = 147i for each i. If we now let T(A)

for any A ES/(r) be the set of all ooEPS which are class-independent

for A, then each T(A) is closed, and the above argument shows

that the family \T(A): AES/(r)} has the finite intersection prop-

erty. The lemma now follows from compactness of 0S.

Proof of main theorem. Let uEfiS be class-independent for

each AES/(r) by Lemma 3, and for each such A let coA=qaOco,

where a is any representative of A. Define a mapping T on m(S) to

m(S/(r)) by Tx(B) =03B(x). Then T is positive, linear and preserves

the constant functions. Let ^ be a left invariant mean on m(S/(r))

and define p = T*ty;then p is a mean on m(S). If sES, then [T(lex) ] (B)

= 03b(Isx) =qsbG>a)(x)=o)Aii(x), where A is the class of 5. Thus

[T(lsx)](B) = Tx(AB) =\ATx(B), where X is the left-translation

operator in m(S/(r)). Now clearly p(l8x)=p(x).
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